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 14b LPF, and implements a complete model of the tube transistors. Tube Saturator can accurately predict the behavior of real
tube amps on virtually any audio-chain. It is the only tube simulator that can reach .01% fractional accuracy. Tube Saturator also

works great with speakers, headphones, and any other audio hardware, by connecting the simulated line level output to your
audio interface. Tube Saturator may come with simple plugins that only provide accurate waveform views of the simulated amp,

or may include additional components that significantly extend its functionality. The most popular plugins include a built in
Microphone pre-amp, Voxx Chorus, and Voxx phaser. Tube Saturator includes a large bank of simulations, by well-known tube
models including: All the simulations in Tube Saturator are included in this ZIP file. These tube simulations are actually factory-
rebuilds of vintage tube amplifier designs, with the tube models based on original schematics. (The schematics may also include

tube transformers, as well as line stage and pre-amplifier circuits.) All tubes are precision-screened, and are designed for
maximum transparency, without overloading. The simulations are intended to look as they would in real tube amps. They are not

intended to simulate the rolling off of harmonics in a real tube amp. There are various tube types including EL34, 6L6, 6V6,
EL84, 12AX7, 12AT7, 12AT5, 12AU7, 12AT7R, 12AX7R, 12AT7AS, 13BH5, 13BX5, and more. A GUI-based tube selector

plugin is included with Tube Saturator. The GUI tube selector can be used to easily select any of the amps. Tube saturation
plugins include: Many tube models are included, including many rare and hard to find tube models. The very best tube models
include the most vintage designs of all, like the 6V6U6, 8AQ5, 12AU7, 12AX7, EL84, EL34, and the rare and scarce 13BH5,

all designed in the late 1950s and 1960s. Tube Saturator is the only tube amp plug-in to include transistors. A bank of tube
simulators include all the common transistors, including 2N3055, 2N3906, 82157476af
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